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From The Editor.

In last Decembers issue of this periodical I wrote All being well the Historic Review
will  survive  the  next  twelve  months. Well  unless  something  untoward  happens
between me writing this and sending it out it seems to be a survivor. This is due to the
generosity of the likes of Jon Day (National Motor Museum), Michael Hammond
(Guy  Griffiths  Collection),  Robin  Barlow  (Roger  Bowyer  Collection)  and  Mike
Dixon who freely let me use photographs from their archives. For more contemporary
photos I must again mention Mike as well as Richard Styles, Andrew Kitson and Neil
Godwin-Stubbert. A big thank you to all of you.

Then there are those who out of the blue offer me photos from their own albums and
even write articles to accompany them, to these people 'thank you' for making my life
easier.  As I said this time last year all  the  Historic Review really consists of is  a
collection  of  old  articles,  photos  and  anecdotes  from  its  readers  so  please  keep
sending them in.

Also I seem to remember that this time last  year I pointed out that it  was nearly
Christmas, so therefore the same should apply this year. Merry Christmas!

At the E.C.M.C. Dinner & Dance Jack “Digger” Digby, Laurence “Slim” Coe and Tom Harris 
look on as Archie Scott Brown receives his trophy, but who is the lady presenting it?

--oo0oo--



BHL 1. Faster Than A Speeding Bullet 

The racing career of Cambridge man Brian Horace Lister was cut short, not by some
terrible accident but by the realisation that he was not the man to be driving his own
car. Brian had loaned his J.A.P. engined Tojeiro to a new found friend named Archie
Scott  Brown,  only  to  find  out  that  Archie  was  considerably  quicker!  Using  the
workshops of the family engineering business Brian concluded that the way forward
was to construct racing sports cars to his own design using bought in engines with
Archie as his driver.  Any objections Mr. Lister senior may have had were overcome
with the prospect of potential customers wanting the cars. The first chassis was built
to take an M.G TD engine that had been through the workshop of tuning ace Don
Moore, also of Cambridge. Penned by John Aley the following article appeared in the
March 1954 edition of Autosport, for ease of reading it has been transcribed......

Autosport March 5, 1954.

A NEW SPORTS CAR CHASSIS – 
    THE LISTER

Interesting de-Dion-axled design from Cambridge

Last season that somewhat strange machine, the Tojeiro Asteroid J.A.P.,
performed very successfully in 1,100 c.c. classes of various races and
sprints. To burly, bow tied Brian Lister of Cambridge goes credit for
building and developing this car, and now with experience gained from
it. And his earlier Cooper-M.G – since raced by John Lawrence and the
Reeces – he has designed his own chassis, replicas he hopes to produce
at a competitive figure.

Although the new Lister chassis follows contemporary thought in broad
outline,  it  has  many  interesting  features  built  into  its  7ft.  6ins.
wheelbase. The frame is made from 3 in. alloy steel tubing, with two
longitudinal members splayed out in the centre to provide a very low
seating position, and anchorage for a full-width body. Cross-members
are of similar material, and at both ends of the frame there are fabricated
uprights to act as mountings for the suspension, and at the rear, to carry
the differential.

Suspension is looked after at the front by equal length wishbones with
long threaded kingpins and helical springs enclosing direct-acting strut-
type  shock  absorber.  The  rear  end  is  de-Dion,  the  main  tube  being
located  by  twin  parallel  radius  arms,  and  centrally  by  sliding  block
assembly. Steering is by rack and pinion.

Girling brakes, two leading-shoe at the front operated in Al-fin drums;



the rear  pair  are  set  inboard,  close to  the Salisbury differential  unit.
M.G., Bristol or other power units to choice, will be fitted, and pressed
steel wheels with 5.00 x 16 in. tyres or centre lock Dunlop wire wheels
mounting 5.50 x 16in tyres are optional. 

The  prototype  Lister  chassis,  fitted  with  a  “slave”  TD  engine  and
gearbox, is now being extensively tested and, although looking rather
crude  and  naked  in  its  bodyless  condition  is  rapidly  proving  to  its
designer that his ideas are not far wrong. Eventually it is planned to fit
an aerodynamic  metal  body,  and in  this  form the new Lister  should
provide opposition not to be treated lightly in 1954 sports car racing.

                    J. Richard Aley

Chassis Specifications
Frame: 3 ins. diameter tubular side and cross members. Rectangular
fabricated tubular upright and differential carrier

Suspension  Front,  Equal  length  wish  bones  with  long  threaded
kingpins and helical springs, enclosing direct-acting shock absorbers.
Rear, de-Dion type, with twin parallel radius rods, sliding block and
helical springs, enclosing direct-acting shock absorbers.

Final Drive: Salisbury hypoid differential unit, choice of 3 ratios 3.73,
4.1 or 4.56 to 1.

Wheels and Tyres:  Choice of pressed steel bolt-on Rubery Owen or
centre-lock Dunlop wire wheels. Tyre sizes: 5.00 x 16ins. On pressed
steel wheels. 5.50 x 16ins. On wire wheels.

Brakes: Choice of 9 ins. x 1½ ins. or 11 ins. x 1¾ ins. Girling 2LS at
front; inboard single LS at rear; twin master cylinders, Al-fin drums.

Steering: Forward mounted rack and pinion.

Dimensions: Wheelbase, 7 ft 6ins; track, front and rear, 4 ft 1¼ ins.

Constructor: R. H. Lister, Abbey Road, Cambridge.



                                                                                                                                                                                     © Roger Bowyer Collection

Front and rear three-quarter views of the prototype M.G. engined Lister chassis
showing the tubular chassis low build and details of the de-Dion rear end. Dunlop
wire  wheels  will  be  optional.  The somewhat  massive  crosspiece  is  a  temporary
structure.

                                                                                                                                                                                    © Roger Bowyer Collection



John Aley's original Autosport article.



The chassis was given the number BHL 1. On a damp day in February 1954 the 
bodyless but otherwise complete car was taken to Snetterton for testing but the 
session did not go smoothly, a half-shaft seized launching Archie into the scenery. In 
his book 'Archie & The Listers' Robert Edwards states: The seizure had been caused 
by insufficient clearance for the short half-shaft in the hub carrier, and the shaft was 
flexing and picking up on the inside diameter of the carrier.

                                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                                  © Roger Bowyer Collection

Probably the earliest photo of Archie at the wheel of a Lister, shortly afterwards a 
seized half-shaft sent him into the infield against his will. The hefty tube formed

 a temporary bulkhead until the body was attached.

                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Again returning to  the words of  Robert  Edwards:  ….  Brian took the sketches to
Wakefields  of  Byfleet  who,  in  exchange  for  £275,  executed  it  with  their  habitual
neatness, and it was painted British Racing Green by a local firm in Cambridge –
Sitton and Mothersole. It was an effective, if dull colour scheme, livened up by the
application of a thin canary yellow stripe fore and aft, which seemed suitably racy.
It should be remembered that yellow was Brian's favourite colour! As winter turned
to spring the car was registered MER 303, referring to the calibre someone said “It
will go like a bullet”. The results of Brian's labours were not unattractive, although
the sides were slab like there were enough curves to give it appeal. It had a touch of
Healey 100 about it and from the front the Guppy mouth resembled one of Briggs
Cunningham's cars. These were the days of “if it looks right it is right”, and I for one
won't argue.



                                                                                                                                                                                               © Roger Bowyer Collection
                         

                                                                                                                                                                                   © Eastern Counties Motor Club          

The Lister M.G. makes its début at Snetterton. 



The Lister M.G.s first outing was on Saturday 3rd April 1954 at Snetterton, a low key
affair  organised by the Eastern Counties  Motor Club.  With Archie  driving it  was
entered in two five lap races,  he won them both with the Don Moore coming in
second with his own M.G. Whilst the double victory should not be belittled in any
way it should be recorded that there were only four cars entered in each of these
races, however they served to shake the car down. The next day the Lister MG and
Archie took part in a West Essex Car Club sprint at Weathersfield, plagued with fuel
problems it finished in 3rd  place. The following week it was entered in the British
Empire Trophy race at Oulton Park in Cheshire but for Archie things started to go
awry. 

It is now well known Archie had from birth had some serious disabilities caused by
his mother contracting German measles whilst carrying him. Both his legs and his
right arm were rather short, it did not seem to bother either him or those that knew
him, he just got on with his life and no one made an issue of it. At Oulton Park one of
the other cars entered was Roy Salvadori in the Gilby Engineering Maserati A6GCS
which was funded by Sid Greene. Greene had a one time been a respected driver in
his  own  right  but  had  lost  the  whole  of  his  left  arm  in  an  accident  and  as  a
consequence his competition licence was restricted to sprints and hillclimbs. Quite
what he thought he could gain from what ensued – or even if he meant it to go so far
– is not known but Greene brought Archie's disabilities to the attention of the race
stewards. The officials were then obliged to follow this up and took a look at Archie's
racing licence, upon inspection it said 'fingers missing – right hand'. Whist that in
itself was not dishonest he did fail to mention that the right arm was little more than a
stump that ended where his elbow should have been! Faced with this situation they
could not let him race. 

A replacement driver for Archie was urgently required and Ken Wharton agreed to
fill the seat for the day. Wharton was an established Grand Prix driver who had also
experienced success in sports car and rallying. Having not been able to practice he
was obliged to start from the rear of the grid. On the last lap of the qualifying heats he
encountered oil pressure problems and finished eighth, not quite good enough for the
finals. Wharton had other commitments so the drive would be a one off, the team still
needed  a  regular  driver  in  case  Archie's  licence  was  not  restored.  It  was  Archie
himself who suggest Norfolk farmer Jack Sears as a replacement. Jack was beginning
to make a name for himself on the circuits and took the opportunity offered him.

It would it fact be two months before Archie's racing licence was restored. In the
previous three years racing he had impressed many and those that made the decisions
at the RAC (motor racings governing body) had no doubt of his abilities.  Unlike
Greene who had to come to terms with his disability Archie knew of nothing else, to
him that was the way he was and that was it! However the thought of not being able
to race hit Archie hard which caused depression. During this time Jack Sears had
bought the car home with a 2nd at Brands Hatch, 3rd in class at Prescott and an outright
win at Snetterton.



                                                                                                                                                                              © R.W. Pearce

'Gentleman' Jack Sears in the Lister M.G.  In an attempt to streamline the headlights
 the car received something resembling a ladies foundation garment.

With his licence restored Archie resumed racing on 7th June 1954, fittingly this was at
Oulton Park where he took a 2nd place. BHL 1 with its 1500cc M.G. engine would for
the rest of the season give Archie a string of 1st & 2nd places; in fact too many to list
here. By now BHL 2 was nearly finished; to give more power it had a 2 litre, six
cylinder Bristol engine, modified by Don Moore. Resembling BHL 1 but with a large
bulge in the bonnet to accommodate the taller engine and painted the same colour as
its sister car although the yellow stripe was wider to help disguise the bulge, being of
the same calibre it received the registration number MVE 303. Predictably the new
car  was  quicker  and the  results  followed,  sometimes both cars  were  at  the  same
meetings with Archie racing in two classes. 

With this success Brian Lister was finding customers for his cars, differing from the
first  two  Listers  these  benefited  from  having  a  more  aerodynamic  body  which
included  two  large  stabilising  fins.  Designed  by  Thomas  Lucas  a  Cambridge
University Engineer the cars had a touch of the 'Dan Dare' look about them. The
Bristol  engine  was  in  fact  a  development  of  the  pre-war  B.M.W.  unit  and  was
becoming a bit dated, furthermore its height meant the racing cars that used it were
always going to have a large ungainly frontal area.

The decision was made to use Maserati engines (one that was quickly regretted), the
engine and bodywork were removed from BHL 1 and the chassis altered to take the
Italian motor. The task of making a new body once more fell to Wakefield's, this was
totally different from its predecessor and is known as the 'Flat-iron'. The Maserati
engine proved to be very unreliable which explains why this was the only Lister to be
fitted with one. It is in this guise that BHL 1 survives today.



                                                                                                                                                                                            © Roger Bowyer Collection

L to R. Brian Lister, Archie Scott Brown & Don Moore outside the George Lister & Sons Ltd works
at Cambridge. As well as the headlight cones BHL 1 also had a cowl fitted to aid air into the engine.

                                                                                                                                                 Photographer unknown.

Following metamorphism BHL 1 became the unreliable Lister Maserati.



Much of the above information was gleaned from Robert Edwards' book 'Archie And 
The Listers' and I am grateful for Robert's co-operation. For anyone interested in 
motor racing in East Anglia this book is a must, many of the names Robert mentions 
have in the last couple of years been featured in the Historic Review. Having read his 
copy a friend said to me “All I had to do was look at a page and it read itself” and he 
was right. That is why it was voted Classic & Sportscar book of the year!

With the foreword by Brian Lister 'Archie And The Listers',
 is a must for anyone interested in East Anglia's motor sport history.

A couple of things that puzzle me is the fact with so many replica Listers (good, bad 
and indifferent) out there no has made a copy of the Lister M.G. and the second is 
“why hasn't anyone made a film of Archie Scott Brown”. His story is just begging to 
be told as a motion picture!

--oo0oo--



W.S.M.C. Autocross April 1971 
Part 3.

This month we conclude the trilogy of the photographs taken by Mike Dixon at the 
West Suffolk Motor Club's Autocross at Ingham near Bury St. Edmunds.







As always; I am deeply indebted to Mike for allowing the use of his photos. To see 
them all log onto:
https://picasaweb.google.com/108248109616913775655/WSMCAutocross180471?
authkey=Gv1sRgCL7x8-qNq5SlTg&feat=directlink

--oo0oo--

https://picasaweb.google.com/108248109616913775655/WSMCAutocross180471?authkey=Gv1sRgCL7x8-qNq5SlTg&feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/108248109616913775655/WSMCAutocross180471?authkey=Gv1sRgCL7x8-qNq5SlTg&feat=directlink


The following first appeared in the E.C.M.C. Review January 1955 

A VERY TRUE STORY
By N. G. Perkins

This should properly be told round the fireside with lights turned out and a gentle
sighing wind blowing round the side of the house in order to create an atmosphere in
which you can understand my feelings during the incident. However, it all occurred
in daylight – at least, it was late but still quite bright – and although the identity of the
mysterious  and  invisible  intruder  was  eventually  established,  it  was  the  most
uncomfortable few minutes that I have ever spent, before or since.

Most of you know me as a rather nervous and relatively unskilled driver, so that when
I acquired the four seater tourer Healey in 51, I didn't immediately “have a go”. I
spent a few days getting the hang of things and, by and large, a week or two had gone
by and still I hadn't attempted to see what it would do in the way of maximum speed.

However, an opportunity came one evening when homeward bound on the Norwich
Road, just this side of Broom Grange. There's quite a good stretch of straight road
there and it is in fairly reasonable condition, there was no traffic and the light was
still good so I decided to have a ”bash”. I had been to Fersfield – it was those days –
and was returning with a car load of odds and ends, for we had been sweeping the
track, erecting stakes and all the other things that we had to do to get the place ready
for a race meeting. I hadn't got a passenger and, as I say, conditions were just right, so
as soon as I turned on to the main road from the Diss road, I put my foot down.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                © Andrew Kitson



Speed went up and up, and soon the speedometer needle was on the 90 mark and
there was obviously more to come. I was clinging tightly to the wheel, staring far
down  the  road  with  occasional  very  quick  glances  at  the  speedometer  when,
suddenly, I felt two very distinct, very firm taps on my left shoulder. Somebody was
obviously sitting in the rear seats, quietly but distinctly drawing my attention to the
situation. But there could be nobody there, nobody can climb on board at 90mph, and
besides, a glance in the mirror showed that there was nobody there. At least, nobody
that was visible.

My foot automatically came off the throttle and my mind, which was for some reason
still working although my heart had stopped at the first tap, began to search for an
explanation.  The  only  rational  one  it  could  produce  was  that  my  tie  which  was
undoubtedly blowing loose in the wind, had somehow blown over my shoulder and,
flapping about,  had dealt  me a hefty blow on the back.  Instinctively,  I  knew this
wasn't true for the wind is always forwards and one's hair and tie always go forwards
and never fly behind like a flag. Nevertheless, it was the only explanation short of the
supernatural and it had to be accepted. Accepted it was and my heart started again.
Down went the right foot and the speed, which had dropped to 75, began to rise once
more. 
The corner was approaching quite large now but I knew I must get the speed over 90
again to cure this fright. The needle swung round steadily and all was well. I knew
there was time and space enough to do it and, sure enough, 90 came up with the
needle still climbing. It slipped off the 90 mark and started inching to the 91 when
BANG,  BANG,  two  more  firm  taps  on  my  left  shoulder.  You  know,  a  typical
policeman's warning, but there was no policeman, nothing, absolutely nothing. My tie
was now tucked in my shirt, my jacket was tightly buttoned and there was no visible
person sitting in the back seat. I daren't turn my head to look but the mirror showed
nothing.  But  there  was  something  there,  there  must  be,  for  the  taps  were  real,
absolutely, horribly real. Something was sitting there, something was warning me.
But my whole mind, my whole body was completely numb. Heaven alone knows
how I got round the S bend in the village and over the railway bridge. 

Eventually, I recovered some mechanical reflexes, pulled the car up and then plucked
up  courage  to  turn  round  to  face  the  thing,  that  awful,  invisible  being  that  was
presumably still there. It was. A large sledge-hammer had slipped from the back seat,
the  head  was  resting  in  the  footwell  with  the  handle  upright,  swaying  gently
backwards and forwards. The top of the handle was level with my left shoulder blade
but was hidden behind it. A heavy bump at speed, an excessive lurch of the handle
and, there you are, a hand tap on my shoulder.

I don't do any manual work now.

    Many thanks to Andrew Kitson for his “quick” sketch to illustrate Norman's tale.

--oo0oo-



Odds & Ends

When looking closely at the photos of Archie and BMH 1 I noticed another well 
known club member in the picture. In a small group talking with Archie is Norwich 
rally driver Ted Cleghorn, he is the one wearing a very distinctive 'one armed' jacket. 
It is well known that Ted lost an arm in a road accident before the war but only a few 
knew that he lost an eye at the same time. Like Archie he just got on with his life and 
never moaned that 'its not fair'!

Norwich rally driver Ted Cleghorn with the right sleeve of his jacket sewn up in conversation
 with Archie Scott Brown. Is the Gentleman on the right of the picture Bert Westwood?

-

Congratulations to Carl Chambers of Pugsport Racing for finishing third overall in
Class A of the Classic Sports Car Club 'Tin Tops' Series. I am sure we will be hearing
more from Carl and his Peugeots next season.

-

The perfect antidote to a full week of turkey (both hot & cold) and Christmas Pud is
to walk it off whilst watching a bit of motor sport. On New Years Day the E.C.M.C
will hold its traditional Norman Perren Memorial Trial at Seckford Hall, Woodbridge.
After strolling around the grounds watching those who should know better bounce
their way to the top of a slippery slope you can take coffee (or better still lunch) in the
delightful surroundings of the restaurant. Can there be a better start to the year?



Seckford Hall nr. Woodbridge. IP13 6NU. Telephone 01394 385678

What's On

December 2015
  5th & 6th   Preston Rally CMC
  6th Family “Drive Friendly” Event. Snetterton 300 Circuit
 9th             Nigel Roebuck talk at Stradbroke FORC
13th     Wattisfield Trial WSMC



16th Informal meeting at the Mill Bar 
                 & Grill Stowmarket at 8pm ECMC
January 2016
  1st Norman Perren Memorial Trial, Seckford ECMC
17th     Roger Holmes Memorial Trial   CCC
13th    North Weald Sprint B19
February 2016
20th MSA Officials Seminar. Peterborough MSA

ECMC social every 3rd Wed of month 
at Mill and Grill Stowmarket.

Relevant websites
www.ecmc.co.uk/

          www.snetterton.co.uk/    
      www.sccon.co.uk/

                   www.wsmc.co.uk/
http://kingslynndmc.co.uk/

www.cambridgecarclub.co.uk/
www.falconmotorclub.com/
http://chelmsfordmc.co.uk/

-
Classified Adverts.

http://chelmsfordmc.co.uk/
http://www.falconmotorclub.com/
http://www.cambridgecarclub.co.uk/
http://kingslynndmc.co.uk/
http://www.wsmc.co.uk/
http://www.sccon.co.uk/
http://www.snetterton.co.uk/
http://www.ecmc.co.uk/


SCOLE ENGINEERING.
Rolling Road Facilities 

Webber & S.U carburettor jetting.
Vintage & Modern

Telephone 01379 740940

-

SAFELY FAST
Increase your confidence and enjoyment, car control,
self analysis and the ability to relax and break those

bad habits.

Whether it is the Nurburgring or your local airfield,
our personal support and encouragement can make the

difference in a highly complex sport.

Corporate clients are especially welcome.

A Grade ARDS Qualified Track Driving Instructor

With 10 Years Experience.

For details contact John Norington on :-

john@safelyfast.co.uk

-

PHOTO ELITE
For All Your Photographic & Copying Needs.

13 MARKET HILL – DISS – IP22 4JZ
photoelite  diss  @gmail.com
Telephone 01379 640452

-

mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:john@safelyfast.co.uk


 KERRIDGES of Needham Market.

Telephone 01449 720222

-

Dissigns
signmakers

For all your Signage
& Vehicle Graphics
Tel. 01379 740606

www.dissigns.co.uk

-

Classic Car Restoration 
Valley Farm Business Unit

New Street
Stradbroke
IP21 5JL

www.mx5expert.com/
Telephone 01379 384046

-

http://www.mx5expert.com/
http://www.dissigns.co.uk/


PUGSPORT RACING
(C.M. CHAMBERS CARS)

Peugeot Specialist
Unit 3 The Forge 

Church Road
Weybread
IP21 5TQ

www.pugsport-racing.co.uk/
Telephone. 07889 082466.

-

I.S.L.A. Motor Sport.
Fabrication
Paintwork
Restoration

Accident Damage
Unit 2 

Gilray Road
Diss 

IP22 4EU

-

http://www.pugsport-racing.co.uk/


Norwich
01603 40 60 50

www.richard-drake.co.uk
-

Alfa Romeo & Fiat Spare Part Specialist
www.alfashop.co.uk/

-

Back issues of the Historic Review and E.C.M.C Newsletters 
can be downloaded free of charge from the E.C.M.C. Website.

Membership to the Eastern Counties Motor Club 
is just £10 per annum. To find out more log onto:

www.ecmc.co.uk/

http://www.ecmc.co.uk/
http://www.richard-drake.co.uk/


And Finally.

Probably an ECMC Sprint at Martlesham in the very early 60s. 
Can anyone add to that?

--oo0oo--

All contents written in good faith. The permission of copyright holders has been obtained where known.
The copyright of the authors has been reserved

Errors and Omissions Excepted.
-

 Published by E.C.M.C Limited.
-

To contact the editor regarding these articles or for historic research write to:- 
Leigh Trevail
The Cottage
Bridge Road

Scole
Diss

IP21 4DP

leigh@leightrevail.co.uk

mailto:leigh@leightrevail.co.uk

